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A Quick Note From Gary...

Time for a History Lesson
When I was in school, history was my least favorite
subject. It seemed like nothing more than a lot of
useless memorization of names, dates and events.
Maybe that’s because of the way it was taught.
History never really “came to life” for me.
My, how things have changed. As we enter a new decade, I’m proud to announce the
grand unveiling of Diabetes Through the Decades – a museum of diabetes
paraphernalia from the past 80 years. It’s basically a stroll through the history of
diabetes treatment – from the early syringes that required sharpening and sterilizing
to the first home blood glucose meter (sporting a power cord similar to those used
with modern electric lawn mowers) to the first models of insulin pumps from all the
different pump manufacturers.

Looking over all this junk reminds me that history is not static. It serves as the
foundation for the next best thing. Without U40 beef/pork insulin we would never
have had human insulin. Without human insulin, we would never have had analog
insulin. Without analog insulin, we would not have a chance at the next generation of
“smart” insulin products.
Please feel free to stop by the office to check out the museum. Nothing is behind
glass – it’s all out in the open for you to pick up and examine. We even have a chart
with descriptions of each product in chronological order. Special thanks to our
intern/curator Kathryn Gentile for helping with all the details.
Besides setting the stage for fulfilling today’s dreams, I believe we can learn a great
deal from history. It’s amazing how much we can pick up from reviewing a simple
blood glucose logbook (now THERE’S something we should put in the museum!). Or
more appropriately, analyzing downloaded data. If it’s been a while since you’ve had a
second set of eyes check out your diabetes data, let us have a look. With a little bit of
expertise and a few intelligent adjustments, your blood sugar control problems might
just become history.
Seriously, please contact our office if there is anything we can do to assist with your
diabetes management. Together, we can make the 2020s your best decade ever!
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Last month, we asked you to identify which page consistently receives the greatest
number of “hits” at the Integrated Diabetes Services website (IDS Website) There were
many good guesses: pump comparisons (IDS Pump Comparisons), a mealtime dosage
calculator for people on injections (IDS dose calculator), and our infamous Simpsonsthemed diabetes quiz (Simpsons diabetes quiz) just to name a few.
But NOBODY guessed the correct one: our DIABETES LOGSHEETS page
(logsheets)! In fact, the logsheets page gets twice as many hits as any other page on
our site! Hard to believe, considering all the downloading options that exist. But for
those who use old-school methods for managing their diabetes, the various types of
printable/saveable logsheets on our website can come in quite handy.

New Question:
It’s hard enough trying to compare
apples to oranges. But when you have
diabetes, sometimes you have to
compare apples to APPLES. Here’s an
apple I picked up at a cafeteria recently.
Pretty big, huh? Not exactly your generic
“15g carb” apple. HOW MANY GRAMS
OF CARB DOES THIS APPLE CONTAIN?
*The 1st person to submit the correct answer wins their choice of book from
our in-office or online bookstore.

Click to Submit Your Response to gary@integrateddiabetes.com
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Practical CGM - by Gary
Scheiner
A guide that will help practitioners
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and, ultimately, improve glucose control
and patient health outcomes.

and services.
Join the community on-line and earn a
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card.

Call our office: 610-642-6055
Order online: IDS Store

The Survey Says!
In last month's edition of Diabetes Bites we asked you to
share the “genre” of your new year’s resolution. Here
were your responses.
36% I resolve to work harder on improving my blood
sugar control
8% I resolve to work LESS on my diabetes & devote more energy to other aspects of
my life
0% I resolve to become more involved as a diabetes volunteer
23% I resolve to get into better shape
33% I resolve to lessen the stress in my life

New Survey Question:
This month, we would like to know what
you think about DIET BEVERAGES with
artificial sweeteners.

A. Great taste and no carbs? Drink ‘em
with reckless abandon!
B. Hey, we didn’t ask to get diabetes. Let
us enjoy an occasional diet beverage.
C. With the long-term effects not really
known, consume sparingly.
D. They’re like sucking down poison! Stay
away from diet drinks entirely.

Take The Survey!

No Need For Resolutions…..
If I’ve learned anything, I know New Years
Resolutions rarely stick. I make a blanket statement
of trying to just do better for myself in the coming
year. Hopefully, I am a work in progress.
With that said, we shouldn’t be too hard on
ourselves on what we didn’t quite accomplish in
2019.
Better diabetes management may be part of your 2020 scenario and if it is, we can
help. There are plans available to suit everyone. Call the office 610-642-6055, Email
nancy@integrateddiabetes.com and I can explain how our services can fit into your
strategy this year.
“Today is the only day. Yesterday is gone”
- John Wooden

Best,
Nancy

Would you recommend us to a friend?
Let Us Know What You Think!
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